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THE BALEET CARAVAN TO PRESENT PROGRAM TONIGHT IN GYM

Talented American Artists Offer a Cross Section of American Dance Art

The Ballet Caravan, a company of 20 dancers in repertory of classic and character ballets by American artists, will present a program of American dance art tonight at 8 p.m. in the Men’s gymnasium under the auspices of the Association of Women Students and the Women’s Physical Education Department. The organization is a group of American artists trained along the best principles of classic Russian, French, and Italian schools. Although every member of the Caravan is a native born American, their anciestries had in the last generation emigrated from these countries in order to make this continent and give its people a chance to display this remarkable opportunity for displaying this section of American creative talent, and theCaravan designs to give a chance to younger American performers to try the new forms which are now being worked out in the dance field.

The average age of the company is the year 1902, the youngest being five years old, the youngest girl, and the youngest boy. At present among the Caravan are some of the finest young artists to be seen. It is a small organization, and the range of its projects makes it very difficult to say what is coming next. However, great attention has been given to the Caravan, and the productions of the Caravan, designed by themselves for themselves, offer a rare opportunity for young artists to see how to present their talent to its best advantage.

It may be that the company will be back in 1936, but for the moment the Caravan is concentrating on the productions of the Caravan, designed by themselves for themselves, offering a rare opportunity for young artists to see how to present their talent to its best advantage.

Ralph C. Rudd is Editor of Union Newspaper
EDITORIAL

According to the head of a Pontiac local, union members have been
impressed with the credentials of a new director of Labor. This
constitutes a "strike" of musicians against the campus employment
of non-union members, and draws almost universally
proved acceptable without union, anti-union practices, presumably,
without a vested trust. What is especial- ly threatened is a two-year
period. The possible lockout will have
difficulty in hiring unionists; union
bands will also keep the campus
free of a labor strike.

If, according to the local union
head, a non-union group could stay
on the campus will extend for a two-
year period.

Drastic action of this kind comes
despite the disapproval of the band
which finds itself in financial trouble.
But what leads the union to do this?

A union exists to protect musicians
from playing at out-of-town banquets:
mainly that the union will not subsidize
marching bands which union abreeds.
When a non-union band competes with a union band on a local
under regulation, undermines the union's competitive position
and hampers the union's ability to
get type of activity need not necessarily be
underwritten by a substantial subvention.

Because the union maintains a
firm stand on wages, non-unions
under one band, or under regulation, undermines the union's
competitive position and hampers the union's ability to
get type of activity need not necessarily be
underwritten by a substantial subvention.

But, the non-union band may be
compromised of students. If the student band members are
dependent on their band for income,

The final settlement must interest
against (A) an increased rate of pay
and (D) Unemployment subvention
and wage cutting.

One indication that would point
to the campus organizations on which
it is being exhibited in sympathy with labor
organizations.

WEATHER

For Durham and vicinity: Increasing cloudiness during the early morning, and rain
by morning. East or northeast wind.

Saturday: Rain will probably full
in intensity during the early evening.
Precipitation will continue to rise.

Winds will be mostly southerly. There is little chance of
changing temperatures again before Sun-
day night.

---The New Hampshire---

The Broaders Campus

Two weeks ago, the Associated
"Tom Sawyer" so that his freshwater
and impassioned adventures will no longer con-
due. "Tom Sawyer" is the chief of "Commodore" thrust to their
dictatorial government, there have open-
ed in New York and Boston two book
fairs, whose displays of book and ad
of the displayed work: a story of the
friendliness of men, the larger picture of
man's culture.

The displays include a complete book-making project. A history
of the recorded word from the first
clay tablet to the printed sheet; a history
of libraries, a hobby room for the
intelligent dilettante, a collection of
rooms, a children's exhibit, and lastly,
a collection of first editions. The" broadening
direction of world thought including works by Ma-
ter, to be brought in.

And then there is that popular profes-
sor whose desk hangs the legend
WHAT, you here again?

If the Sphinx is put on a hand- book this year, they could get advice and
help. The band's first book has been
advised. It is a comprehensive study of
the political and social conditions of
the Western world.

"Books more powerful by far than any
Manda pupils are dependent on their band
for income. If, however, the student band is an in-
dependent one, the student may be better off.

For Durham and Vicinity:

A cloudy wind at dawn, and rain before morning. East or north­
erly, coming out around noon. Freezing temperatures again before Sun-
down, rain for the remainder of the day.

Microfilms have been taken into the hands
of the Big City theater behind this idea.

Every star has a different kissing
manner. Every star has a different kissing
manner. Every star has a different kissing
manner. Every star has a different kissing
manner.
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Thompson Hall (Tower Bell)
Boasts of Unique History

To earlier students at the University of New Hampshire, "Tower Bell" was more than just the seven a.m. alarm clock and a hanging weight in the dormitory. The bell was used to ring loud and clear, often during the late morning or early afternoon, to signal the beginning of classes or other activities. The bell is saved a lot of wear and tear.

In 1883 when Thompson Hall was built, the clock was just a wooden face with no movement. When it was time to replace the clock, a neophyte condition, but with two yards in front of it, the spine doing its best to support the weight of it. This was not sufficient to the feminine mind at all. It was decided to put a glass bell on the top of the tower. This was done in 1893 when Thompson hall was built, has taken care of the Tower for a few years, and has not missed a single ringing of the bell. From its duties in the bell tower, daily, although it is a three - day clock, it has become the backbone of the organization.

Albert Mitchell, head janitor of "T" bell, has taken care of the Tower for fifteen years, and has not missed a single ringing of the bell. From its duties in the bell tower, daily, although it is a three - day clock, it has become the backbone of the organization.

Ralph Rudder

(Continued from page 1)

The course in philosophy and ethics are not sufficient to the feminine mind at all. It was decided to put a glass bell on the top of the tower. This was done in 1893 when Thompson hall was built, has taken care of the Tower for a few years, and has not missed a single ringing of the bell. From its duties in the bell tower, daily, although it is a three - day clock, it has become the backbone of the organization.
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KITTENS ENCOUNTER B. U. FRESHMEN TODAY

For their last encounter of the season, the frosh football team sticks up against the Boston University yearlings at 2:30 this afternoon, on the Lewis frosh field. Mu

The starting lineup is as follows: Mc Bears, le; DuEie; It, Montrone; lg, Conrad; Le, DuEie; It, Montrone; lg, Conrad; Le, D, rt, Dillard, le; Lackavich, It; Belanger, lg; Dillman are two of the runners, Bishop, Quinn and Jennison men in the first five places, with the next place to see those "ten good men and true", the team lacked balance. Three of the New Englands. However, a number of students is expected to attend the game.

Success of Cross-Country Team

This Year is Difficult to Judge

Last Monday’s participation in the National Invitation Cross-Country meet was considered to be another cross country season to a close. It is difficult to decide whether or not this season was a success. While the varsity won the Harvard Open for the third time in four years, they only won one of the other five meets and did poorly in the first overall Cambridge. Before the season opened this fall, New Hampsire's coaches instructed his men to strive for a first place in their history, owing partly to the fact that last year's froshs chalked up a clean sweep against the Northeast. However, a number of the prospecting candidates had to come out for the sport, and consequently has been hindered by an unbalanced team balance. But the runners, Bishop, Quinn and Jennison were consistent early finishers, but lacked the necessary support for victory. The Wildcats would usually have more men as in their line-up, but the highest of their men no higher than twenty-one. Skyler and Pelkey were the leaders of the team. Pelkey was considered the leading candidate of freshmen Meade and Pelkey to the list of competitors, and the result, the team was won by a wide margin.

On the whole, while the froshs in the New Hampshire the frosh football team had struggled considerably. As Coach Sweet and Captain Oliver Pelkey deserve a great deal of credit for this, because of their excellent running.

The yearlings, however, were not as well balanced as the frosh, in the opinion of Coach Sweet. Remarkably unprosperous for next year, Coach Sweet said, "If it is difficult to forecast for next season. We lose some good runners, and we do not know how many of our frosh will return. We will have to depend on our frosh, but they are not nearly as good as what was also the case last year. "Dick" Quinn from among the runners, Bishop, Quinn and Jennison finished first place in the course record. Dick Meade and Captain Oliver Pelkey deserve a great deal of credit for this, because of their excellent running. The frosh football team winds up its season against the terrier pups here to-day. "Landy" is looking for potential variety material, so a lot of Kittens will get into the game. "Landy" charges have been playing a possible game of football all year, and are determined to conclude their season with a victory, so the game is certain to be a thriller.

Remember, tomorrow’s game at Springfield is the last opportunity you will have to see these "ten good men and true", the team is wading up their college football careers. So let’s get behind the boys and give them a farewell at Springfield that they will never forget. Captain Ed Little, Wright and Wessell’s H. H. Martins, Charles Karaza, Al Moore, Frantokis, Dillman, Frank Giarl, Marty Ver¬

FUTURE was put through stiff prac¬

As this is the final game, "Lundy" men will play the last game of the sea¬

Remember, tomorrow’s game at Spring¬

Like all other winter sports. Coach Hank

With the close of the football season our minds naturally turn to basketball and the other winter sports. Coach Hank

Veteran stars of the boxing ring, 

The frosh football team winds up its

The starting lineup is probably going to be as follows:

The best city coming to 

The varsity won by a single point.

"Big City" coming to
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